ΜΙΖΙ – Deep internet Cuts
Linear Notes
A deep scan of the youtube sphere. Hidden gems and rare finds re-composed.
A number of untitled videos, pronunciation videos, high school choir practices, accidental uploads and
compression algorithm tests has been meticulously collected, edited and rearranged, resulting in an
hour long “deep internet music” radio piece.
Strictly under 20 views.
Deep internet music’s almost an inside joke on the internet realm. A microgenre of the memetic
internet culture subgenres of vaporwave, nightcore, signalwave, mallsoft & hard-vapor. The origins of
the genre can be traced back to this particular /mu/ (music) thread on the 4chan image-board
(https://4archive.org/board/mu/thread/62020388). In this thread the OP states: “A subgenre of noise,
found sounds, and musique concrete. Super obscure, short, and/or low-quality youtube videos,
eschewing traditional notions of musicality. Anything with more than 20 views is excluded by default.”
With the instructions set, it took very little time for a number of deep internet music projects to popup. What’s interesting about this specific microgenre is the lack of concrete aesthetics, instead the
only rule of the genre focuses on the actual collection of the sound material. With no immediate
stylistic constraints it is possible to trace very different deep internet music ranging from noise music
to field-recording-phonographic music made by people that never physically been in the field. Deep
internet music is a collective process and a large scale application of the plunderphonics ideas. Deep
internet music is a meme of experimental music.

Deep internet cuts is a programme created based on the aforementioned ideas. Using obscure videos
on a platform with millions (billions?) users and billions of views on single videos, deep internet cuts,
makes visible the invisible and extracts music from that which is deeply burried on the information
blizzard of youtube. Deep internet cuts is an original music composition or a very elaborate meme.
You decide.

Read more:
https://www.patreon.com/posts/deep-internet-of-11231142?
fbclid=IwAR3iTYOH8YsFJMomyWjTq_6nm7YLZWLzXHDtsic7MgkqLn58Qnucbcrs9fo
https://4archive.org/board/mu/thread/62020388
Listen to deep internet music:
https://bandcamp.com/tag/deep-internet?tab=all_releases
https://quizmve.bandcamp.com/album/deep-dive-deep-web
radiomuerte.bandcamp.com
rj-45dot.bandcamp.com
itea.bandcamp.com
000-deer.bandcamp.com
lowdiskspace.bandcamp.com
johnsblog.bandcamp.com
erratasorbust.bandcamp.com

Tools for finding low-views videos:
https://channelcrawler.com/eng
https://petittube.com/

